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Introduction
The superposition of ultrasound images of the
same object acquired  from different directions
toreducespeckleandimproveimagequalityis
wellknownsincemorethan20years.However,
only recently this technique has been implemented in real-time in standard ultrasonic
equipment.Philips/ATLwerethefirsttooverlay
up to nine images using a phased linear array
with different steering angles. When the new
technique is used on standard ultrasonic test
phantoms,imagequalitysuffersfromthespeed
of sound of the phantom material being 6%
lowerthanthevelocityof1540m/sassumedby
ultrasonic scanners. It has been shown that
similar situations may arise in anatomical
imaging and image quality can be improved
considerably by estimating the speed of sound
[1]. In this paper, average sound speed
estimationbasedonacompoundimagequality
criterion is discussed. Additionally, the criteria
presented are evaluated for a simple case of
localspeedofsoundestimation.
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Figure1:compoundimage(a)andunsteeredsingle
frame(b)ofthe20 x 20 mm speckle phantom area.
The transducer is at the top, 30 mm from the
phantomsurface.

In general, refraction due to local velocity
variations was neglected because calculating
therealraypaththroughthemediumisathreedimensional problem and cannot be solved
satisfactorily in the 2D image. The only
deviation from the linear approximation is the
useofcorrectedbeamangles:thebeamformer
calculates delay times for focussing and beam
steering from the standard speed of sound of
1540 m/s. A different global velocity leads to a
shift in focal depth and a deviation from the
assumed beam steering angle according to
α real = arcsin(c1 / c0 ⋅ sin α 0 ) , with the index

SimulationMethod

real for the actual angle and the index 0 for
angle and sound speed as assumed by the
system.Theshiftinfocaldepthisuncriticaland
not corrected. The angle correction is made
becauseerrorscanleadtoseveredetailloss.

Tohavefullcontrolovertheimagingandtissue
parameters,phasedarrayimagingofaspeckle
phantom was simulated using the Field II
program of J.A. Jensen [2]. The phantom
consists of 20000 point scatterers with normal
distributed amplitudes of expectation 1 and
random positions within a volume of 20 x 20 x
10 mm at a depth of 30 mm centered in
respect to the array. It was imaged with a 192
element linear 3.5MHz array with 64 apodized
activeelementsand an element widthof0.9λ.
Theimagesweresteeredatanglesfromñ17to
+17 degrees in 4.25 degree steps. Dynamic
focusing in 2 cm intervals was used. This
resulted in 9 images with 100 scanlines each.
Forthebeamformerandthetimescaleasound
velocity of 1540 m/s was assumed. For
compound the frames were first added, then a
Log-transformwasapplied.
Fig.1showsanunsteeredimageofthespeckle
phantom together with a compound image
reconstructed at the correct speed of sound of
1540 m/s. In the compound algorithm different
global speeds of sound c1  ranging from 1380
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Figure2:Comp.Imagewithout(a)andwith(b)local
deviation of 1380 m/s from 1540 m/s background in
themarkedregion.

To take also local velocity variations into
account, a circular area with 5 mm diameter
was  centered 5.5 mm from the phantom surface and could take a different sound speed in
compoundcalculation.Aslownessmapwiththe
reciprocal velocity was used in the compound
algorithm to account for the effect of local
deviations. The simulation assumed also 1540
m/sforthisregion.Incompoundcalculationthe
velocity c 2  of the region varied independently

m/s up to 1700 m/s (±10%) were used for
transforming the time coordinate to a length
scale.
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by ±10% in steps of 40 m/s. Although this
situation of a localized deviating area is rather
simple the results already show differences in
thecriteriaused.
The slowness map for local correction was
assumed to be available in time coordinates in
axialdirection.Thisisbecausethetypicalorigin
ofsuchamapwouldbeanimagesegmentation
of the unsteered frame with a fixed and most
probably wrong speed of sound setting. The
correct velocities for the segmented regions
have then to be found by optimizing a
compound quality criterion. Thus, in a first
calculationstep,theslowness-mapiscorrected
by its own entries and by this transformed to
axialspatialcoordinates.

Fig. 3 shows the SNR results which have a
minimum at the correct speed of 1540 m/s for
both velocities. The minimum is more pronounced for the global correction while the flat
optimum for the local deviation may be difficult
tofindinrealimages.
Incontrast,theLCresultsofFig.4showonlya
minimum for the global variation, while the
criterionfailsforlocaldeviations.Thisisdueto
the fact that local variations cause additional
speckle curvature (see Fig. 2) leading to a
decayoflateralcorrelation.
Totallateralcorrelationforspecklephantom
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Criteria for correct matching have to be rather
simple, since eventually they should work in
real-time for on-line correction. Two criteria for
homogeneousspeckle regions are investigated
here: signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) and lateral
correlation(LC):
SNR is the ratio of the regions mean and its
standard deviation.Forfullydevelopedspeckle
it is constant. Since speckle are still correlated
inthedifferentlysteeredframes,thelowestgain
in SNR will be realized for the correct
compound,i.e.specklewillbereducedless.
LC is based on a similar idea. The correlation
coefficientofspeckleinlateraldirectionwilldecrease faster if steered frames are correctly
overlaid. For wrong overlay, correlated speckle
of other frames are displaced and lead to a
slower decorrelation. Both criteria have been
evaluatedforindependentlyvarying c1 and c 2 .
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Figure 4: LC results in dependence of  background
velocity c1 anddeviatingvelocity c 2 

Testingthesamecriteriawiththecompound of
logarithmic images failed in both cases. Thus,
onemusttakecaretouseimageswithoutnonlinearprocessing.

Conclusions
On simulated images of a pure speckle phantom two criteria of compound quality were
tested for the detection of correct global and a
simple local sound speed variation. The SNR
seems suitable to detect both variations while
the lateral correlation fails for the detection of
localchanges.Thus,aglobalcorrectionwithan
SNRmeasurementinspeckleregionsseemsa
feasible approach for compound image improvement, while for the detection of local
variations also the SNR might not be sensitive
enough.

Results
Totalsignal-to-noiseratioforspecklephantom
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Figure3:SNRresultsindependenceofbackground
velocity c1 anddeviatingvelocity c 2
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